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ABSTRACT   

The number of masks required to produce an integrated circuit has increased tremendously over the past years. The main 

reason for this is that a single layer mask exposure and etch was no longer sufficient to meet the required pattern density. 

A solution was found in the application of multi-patterning steps, including multiple masks, before the final pattern is 

transferred into the underlying substrate. Consequently, the mask-to-mask contribution as part of the overall on-product 

(intra-layer) overlay budget could not be neglected anymore. While the tight on-product overlay specifications (< 3-nm) 

were initially only requested for the intra-layer (e.g. multi Litho Etch Litho Etch) overlay performance, recently these 

tight requirements are also imposed for the layer-to-layer overlay.     

Recently, we reported on an extensive study in which the mask-to-mask overlay contribution as determined by the 

PROVE mask registration tool was correlated with actual on-wafer measurements. Two ASML BMMO (Baseliner 

Matched Machine Overlay) masks were used for this purpose. Initially, no pellicles were mounted onto the masks. An 

excellent correlation was found between the measurements on the PROVE tool and the on-wafer results reaching R2 > 

0.96 with an accuracy of 0.58-nm. The accuracy level can be further improved since all underlying contributors were 

identified. It was concluded that the expected overlay as measured on-wafer can be fully determined by off-line 

registration measurements only. 

An important note is that the off-line registration measurements on the PROVE tool are performed in a static mode, 

while the exposures on an ASML TWINSCANTM are performed in a dynamic (scanning) mode. No impact was observed 

since both masks were not equipped with a pellicle. One can expect that also for the case where both masks are equipped 

with a pellicle of the same type, the impact is negligible. The reason for this is that all pellicle induced errors are likely to 

be the same for both masks in scanning mode and will cancel out in the overlay. However, the correlation between off-

line mask-to-mask overlay measurements and on-wafer measurements is expected to deteriorate when only one of the 

masks is equipped with a pellicle. Evidence for this was already found even when we operated the scanner in slow scan 

mode. 

In this work, we have extended the study by considering the impact of a pellicle on one of the masks and how it affects 

the intra-field overlay. As a logical consequence, it will have an impact on the correlation between the mask-to-mask and 

the on-wafer overlay measurements. An experimental technique has been developed to isolate the main impact of a 

scanning pellicle. We show that, in addition to the mask-to-mask writing errors, the pellicle induced errors can be 

characterized as well. We demonstrate that the correlation is restored when the pellicle contribution is removed from the 

on-wafer overlay measurements. The impact of the pellicle on the intra-field overlay performance should be treated as a 

separate overlay contributor that needs to be minimized separately. Calibration and scanner correction capabilities are in 

place to mitigate the pellicle induced overlay errors.    
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 

The on-product overlay performance is no longer dominated by the scanner baseline overlay performance alone. It has 

been demonstrated that the NXT Dedicated Chuck Overlay performance can be as low as ~1-nm [1]. This performance 

level is getting close to the state-of-the art mask-to-mask writing error contribution [2, 3] that is measured on a relatively 

sparse sampling grid. The impact of a pellicle on the intra-field overlay performance can no longer be neglected either. 

When all critical layers are exposed on NXT immersion systems, the common errors introduced by a moving pellicle 

membrane drop out in the overlay. However, this is not the case anymore when the first layer is exposed on an NXT 

system and the second layer is exposed on an NXE system (or vice versa). Since the latter is operated in vacuum, pellicle 

induced displacement errors are absent. This is not the case for the NXT system where the moving pellicle acts as a 

micro lens and introduces an additional overlay contribution in the matched machine overlay between an NXT and an 

NXE system.        

In an earlier study, we demonstrated that the mask-to-mask overlay contribution as measured by the PROVE® 

registration tool correlates very well with the on-wafer overlay measurements [4]. The small mismatch of ~0.58-nm 

could be explained by a careful analysis of the underlying budget. The major contributors identified were the reticle 

alignment contribution and the difference in the way the registration measurements are performed by the scanner and 

PROVE® tool respectively. 

The impact of a pellicle on the correlation between the off-line mask-to-mask measurements and the on-wafer results 

was considered as well. Therefore, one reticle was equipped with a pellicle. The pellicle introduced an additional penalty 

of ~0.4-nm in the mismatch. It should be noted that the exposures were performed at a slow scan speed of 100-mm/s.  

We decided to extend the study by considering the on-wafer overlay at different scan speeds. The expectation is that the 

impact of the pellicle on the intra-field overlay will increase with increasing scan speeds. The goal of this paper is to 

consider the pellicle induced overlay penalties and the impact on the correlation with the mask-to-mask overlay as 

measured on an off-line registration tool. Although all experiments are performed on an immersion system, the learnings 

may also be applicable to match an NXT with an NXE system. 

 

1.1 Pellicle membrane deflection during scan 

A pellicle frame mounted on the reticle may result in an intra-field distortion that contains a static and a dynamic 

contribution. The static contribution consists of the actual mounting of the pellicle frame onto the quartz substrate in 

combination with the way the reticle is clamped on the reticle stage. This gives rise to a static intra-field distortion 

fingerprint. The dynamic contribution arises from the fact that the membrane is free to move. The positions are only 

fixed at locations where the membrane is attached to the supporting pellicle frame. On all other locations, the membrane 

is susceptible to pressure changes, vibration modes, and air flows.  Figure 1 shows a schematic picture of a reticle while 

scanning. It should be noted that this is a very simplistic view of the reality, but it will help to explain the phenomena we 

observe later in the experiment. 

 

Figure 1: A deformed pellicle membrane during scan. The thin membrane acts as plan-parallel plate causing a displacement 

shift due to Snell’s law. The displacement depends on the local angle, the thickness, and the refractive index of the 

membrane used. In case the scan properties are completely symmetric, one may expect that the resulting intra-field 

distortion fingerprint changes sign when considering scan-up and scan-down fields.   
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The exposure sequence of the fields on an ASML TWINSCANTM scanner is throughput optimized such that scan-up 

(SU) fields are alternated by scan-down (SD) fields. In case the scan properties for the SU and the SD fields are equal 

except for the (y) scanning direction, one may expect the pellicle deflection (D) and its induced intra-field overlay 

fingerprints to mirror with respect to the xz-plane if the scan direction is reversed, i.e. DSU(x,y) = DSD(x,-y). As first 

approximation, it is also reasonable to assume that the pellicle deflection reproduces under a 180º rotation around the x-

axis, i.e. D(x,y) = -D(x,-y) and as a result DSU(x,y) = -DSD(x,y). This means that the dynamic contribution of the pellicle 

membrane can be isolated in the (SU-SD)/2 overlay intra-field. Basically, the other (static) overlay contributors like the 

reticle stage clamping difference between the two masks and reticle writing error differences drop out since they are the 

same for the SU and SD fields.  

However, when the average field or (SU+SD)/2 intra-field signature is considered, the static overlay contributors 

mentioned above remain. The dynamic contribution of the pellicle membrane to the overlay cancels in this case.  It 

should be noted that the reticle writing error contribution including the distortion due to pellicle frame mounting can be 

characterized by an off-line mask registration tool like the PROVE®. This means that this part of the overlay contribution 

can be removed from the (SU+SD)/2 intra-field overlay signature. In the previous work, we did not observe a significant 

clamping difference when both masks were not equipped with a pellicle frame [4]. This can easily be understood by the 

fact that the two masks were identical by design. Since a pellicle frame is mounted on one of the masks, we cannot 

assume the masks are identical anymore.  

The goal of this paper is to highlight the pellicle contribution as part of the total intra-field overlay signature. The reason 

is that when the pellicle-induced overlay penalties are ignored, the excellent correlation we found earlier between the off-

line determined mask-to-mask and the on-wafer determined overlay may not hold any longer. It should be noted that 

when all layers are exposed on NXT systems with reticles having the same pellicle type under the same scan conditions, 

the pellicle-induced errors will cancel and will not show up in the overlay. In case the pellicle types are different, the 

scan speed conditions are not the same, or when the pellicle-induced overlay penalty for one of the layers is absent (e.g. 

no pellicle or NXE), additional overlay penalties are expected. 

In line with the earlier publication [4], we would like to treat the pellicle induced overlay penalty as a separate overlay 

contributor that needs to be addressed and solved separately. Currently, programs within ASML are in place to 

understand and solve these kind of overlay penalties in a structural way. The findings will be implemented in future 

ASML TWINSCANTM systems. Alternatively, the ASML overlay optimizer products can be applied.  

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

 
2.1 The PROVE mask qualification tool 

Figure 2 shows the PROVE® registration tool that was used for the registration and overlay measurements on mask level. 

The tool can be characterized by a unique combination of litho-grade optics, the DUV actinic wavelength (193-nm), the 

high detection NA, the superior stage concept with tight environmental control and sophisticated 2D correlation methods 

[5].  

 

Figure 2: The PROVE® mask qualification tool that was used in this work to determine the registration errors. 
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All masks that leave the mask shop are qualified by performing registration measurements to check if the pattern 

placement and mask-to-mask overlay is within specification. When the registration of the reticle alignment marks that 

are used by the ASML TWINSCANTM systems (TIS or PARIS marks) are incorporated in the measurement scheme, the 

mask-to-mask overlay can be fully determined off-line. Since this can also be done when (one of) the masks is/are 

equipped with a pellicle, static pellicle frame induced overlay penalties can be characterized as well. A direct comparison 

with the on-wafer overlay can be made.  

Although we consider only DUV masks in this study, PROVE® enables registration measurements on EUV masks as 

well [6]. This means that the correlation study between the off-line mask-to-mask and the on-wafer overlay can be 

extended to use-cases where both DUV and EUV masks are used. 

In this study, we measured two DUV masks with PROVE® using the symmetry correlation mode and five successive 

measurement loops for each mask. After mounting a pellicle frame on one of the reticles, the PROVE® measurements 

were repeated. This was done on a different PROVE® tool. The locations where the registration measurements were 

performed are detailed out in the next section. 

 

2.2 Scanner based mask-to-mask overlay measurements 

For this investigation, two ASML BMMO (Baseliner Matched Machine Overlay) masks were ordered. The mask 

identification numbers are: 

• 45671561N004  EBM-6000  

• 45671561N005  EBM-5000 

In the remainder of this paper we will refer to these masks by using N004 and N005. The masks were made on two 

different (older generation) e-beam writing tools, the EBM-6000 [7] and the EBM-5000 [8]. The initial scanner 

experiments and PROVE measurements were performed without pellicles. After we collected and analyzed the data, 

N004 was equipped with pellicle 6ABLB-A2J from Shin-Etsu. The main results presented in this paper are obtained for 

the case where N004 is equipped with the pellicle and N005 is without a pellicle.  

 

Figure 3: The 2 Baseliner masks that were used in this experiment. Both masks have identical layouts and contain metrology 

modules in a 1319 layout. Mask N004 is equipped with a pellicle. PROVE measurements were done on the locations 

indicated by the black dots. Both the XPA grating that can be read by the scanner alignment system and the reticle alignment 

marks (TIS marks) were read. N004 was measured on the PROVE with and without pellicle frame mounted.   

 
Figure 3 shows the layout of the N004 and N005 masks used. The N004 reticle contains a pellicle as shown in the figure. 

The masks under test contain TIS (Transmission Image Sensor) reticle alignment (RA) marks that were used to align the 

reticle. Metrology modules in a (13  19) layout are present inside the image field. One module is shown in an expanded 

view. It contains on-wafer overlay registration targets that can be measured with Yieldstar as well as marks (XPA) that 

can be read-out on the scanner. In this work, we restrict ourselves to the XPA scanner read-out. PROVE registration 
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measurements were done at two locations inside each grating direction (x and y). It should be noted that only the grating 

areas are “seen” by the scanner. We decided to select two measurements per grating to improve the accuracy and to keep 

the total number of off-line registration measurements reasonable.  

The way we extract the on-wafer overlay was extensively described in reference [4], to which we would like to refer the 

reader for all details. We did not deviate from that approach except that N004 is now equipped with a pellicle. All 

experiments were executed on the ASML NXT:1970Ci (≤ 2-nm single machine overlay, dedicated chuck, full wafer 

coverage).   

In the current work, the experiments were executed at 6 different scan speeds; 100-mm/s, 200-mm/s, 300-mm/s, 400-

mm/s, 500-mm/s, and 600-mm/s enabling us to study the dynamic pellicle effect. The lowest scan-speed (100-mm/s) was 

used before in the previous work. We increased the scan-speed with steps of 100-mm/s to carefully investigate the 

increasing effect of the pellicle contribution on the intra-field overlay performance. All scan-speeds reported here are at 

wafer level, the scan speeds at reticle level are a factor of 4 higher. 

This time, we have used 4 wafers to average out some of the reticle alignment contribution in the measured overlay. We 

know that this may still impact the accuracy when comparing the off-line determined mask-to-mask overlay with the on-

wafer determined overlay, as was shown in reference [4]. Although all fields on the wafers were exposed (full wafer 

coverage), only the 12 selected fields were used for scanner overlay readout. These (43) fields were selected in 4 

quadrants to ensure unambiguous wafer stage grid plate control. In addition, the exposure field scan direction was 

equally balanced resulting in 6 Scan-Up and 6 Scan-Down fields.  

 

 

3. RESULTS 

 

3.1 Isolation of the dynamic pellicle contribution: (SU-SD)/2 

Figure 4 (top row) shows the average intra-field overlay fingerprint based on 12 fields per wafer as function of the scan 

speed at wafer level. As mentioned in the previous section, 4 wafers have been used per scan speed to average out some 

part of the reticle alignment contribution. 

 

Figure 4: Top row: average intra-field overlay as function of scan speed. For all scan speeds, the reticle writing error 

difference between N004 and N005 dominates. When (SU-SD)/2 is plotted, all the static overlay contributors drop out and 

only the pellicle contribution remains. The dynamic pellicle contribution clearly increases with increasing scan speed. 
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The average field is determined based on the average of the scan-up and scan-down fields (SU+SD)/2. In total, 6 scan-up 

and 6 scan-down fields were measured. This means that it is anticipated that the dynamic pellicle contribution in the 

average intra-field overlay fingerprint drops out. The red arrows represent the mask-to-mask overlay fingerprint as 

measured off-line on the PROVE®. This fingerprint is the same for all scanner scan speeds since the PROVE® measures 

the masks in static mode. The black arrows represent the scanner-based overlay measurements. Since the mask-to-mask 

registration errors are dominating the intra-field overlay performance, there is no obvious dependency on scan speed. 

The pellicle contribution that changes with the scan direction can be highlighted by considering the (SU-SD)/2 intra-field 

fingerprint as function of the scan speed. All the static intra-field overlay contributors like the reticle writing error 

difference and clamping difference are the same for the SU and SD fields and consequently drop out. What remains is a 

clear pellicle fingerprint that grows in magnitude for increasing scan speeds. At 600 mm/s, the contribution is 

approximately 0.8-nm per scan direction.  

In this section, we only mention that the growing fingerprint has been characterized by performing a principal 

component analysis (PCA) on the bottom row field fingerprints in Figure 4 [9]. We come back to it in the next section. It 

enables us to remove the scanning pellicle contribution from the measured overlay of the SU and SD fields.   

 

3.2 Remaining intra-field overlay contributors: (SU+SD)/2 

In this section, we would like to consider the different overlay contributors that determine the average field overlay 

performance more closely. In Figure 5, the on-wafer measured intra-field overlay is shown as function of the scan-speed 

(top row). As mentioned before, the intra-field overlay is dominated by the reticle writing error difference between the 

two masks. Since the mask-to-mask overlay contribution can be accurately determined off-line by PROVE®, we can 

safely remove this contribution from the measured average field fingerprints. The results are also shown in Figure 5 

(bottom row field plots). Note that the scale of the bottom row has been decreased to 1-nm to reveal the underlying 

fingerprint. There is some commonality observed in the field fingerprints that are obtained at different scan speeds. The 

average field fingerprint seems to contain linear terms as well as higher order terms.  

At this level of the analysis, we attribute this intra-field fingerprint to the reticle clamping difference between N004 and 

N005 and a residual reticle alignment contribution. Since we used TIS reticle alignment, it only affects the linear terms. 

In the previous publication on this topic, we concluded that even 10 wafers were not sufficient to fully average out the 

reticle alignment contribution. A residual penalty of approximately 0.4-nm remained. This time, we have used only 4 

wafers per scan speed. Therefore, we decided to remove the linear terms from the bottom row field fingerprints as well to 

reveal the higher order overlay signature. We realize that the reticle clamping contribution may contain linear terms as 

well. This contribution can only be isolated by measuring and averaging more wafers.   

 
Figure 5: Top row: average scanner based intra-field overlay (SU+SD)/2 as function of scan speed. After removal of the 

mask-to-mask overlay as measured on the PROVE® tool, the bottom row remains.  
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The top row field plots in Figure 6 show the results after removal of the linear terms from the bottom row field plots 

from Figure 5. A distinct higher order distortion fingerprint is present in the lower right-hand side of the field. We 

attribute this local distortion fingerprint to the difference in clamping behavior of N004 (with pellicle frame) and N005 

(without pellicle frame). At this moment in time it is not clear whether this observation is linked to the mounting 

procedure of the pellicle under study or whether it is more generally applicable. It should be noted that this distinct 

fingerprint was not observed when the overlay was measured for these masks without pellicles.  

Although the remaining fingerprints look very similar for the different scan speeds, we decided to do a final check on the 

variation across the scan speeds. To that end, the fingerprint at 100 mm/s is removed from the remaining fingerprints. 

The result is also shown in Figure 6 (bottom row). A small but noticeable increasing fingerprint is observed. Although 

the penalty is small for scan speeds up to 500-mm/s, the magnitude increases for 600-mm/s. This means that the pellicle 

deflection and its resulting overlay fingerprint do not exactly fulfill the condition DSU(x,y) = -DSD(x,y) for the highest 

scan speed we investigated. It seems that a new mode of the pellicle membrane gets more dominant in the intra-field 

overlay for higher scan speeds. 

  

Figure 6: Top row: average scanner based intra-field overlay after removal of the mask-to-mask contribution and the linear 

terms as function of scan speed. A distinct fingerprint is present in the lower right area of the field. After removal field 

fingerprint at 100 mm/s from the remaining field fingerprints at higher scan speeds a small but growing fingerprint is 

observed.  

We attribute this new mode to the dynamic pellicle contribution as well. Also, in this case, a PCA was performed to 

characterize this fingerprint. When we combine the PCA from the previous section and this section, two dominant field 

fingerprints due to the dynamic pellicle fingerprint can be extracted. The results are summarized in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7: Pellicle induced overlay fingerprints as derived from a PCA on the (SU-SD)/2 and the (SU+SD)/2 intra-field 

overlay fingerprints. The magnitude of the fingerprint (score value) is shown in the two graphs next to the main fingerprints 

(or principal components).  
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The first pellicle induced fingerprint that was obtained from the (SU-SD)/2 analysis as function of the scan speed (Figure 

4, bottom row)  and is shown on the left-hand side in Figure 7. It almost linearly grows with increasing scan speed. This 

fingerprint is not present in the average intra-field overlay (SU+SD)/2 but it is present when the overlay is analyzed for 

the SU and SD fields separately.    

The second pellicle induced fingerprint was extracted from the (SU+SD)/2 analysis (Figure 6, bottom row). Its 

magnitude seems to increase more rapidly for the highest scan speed investigated in this study. The fact that this 

fingerprint exists implies that the pellicle induced overlay fingerprint is not exactly meeting the conditions we set in 

section 1.1 and that the impact of the pellicle on the intra-field overlay is more complex than was outlined in that section. 

However, we have shown that the pellicle induced intra-field overlay penalties can be characterized experimentally. This 

means we can still correct the measured intra-field overlay for the pellicle induced penalties.      

In Figure 8, we show the result when both the higher order clamping difference and the (second) pellicle induced 

fingerprint is removed from the top row field plots presented in Figure 6. The remaining field fingerprint is independent 

of the scan speed and close to the intra-grating sampling difference between the PROVE® and the scanner overlay 

readings as we observed earlier. We consider this to be the baseline of the experiment.  

 
Figure 8: Average scanner based intra-field overlay (SU+SD)/2 after removal of the mask-to-mask contribution, the linear 

terms, the clamping difference between the two masks and the dynamic pellicle contribution as function of scan speed. The 

remaining field fingerprint is the same for all scan-speeds. The remaining fingerprint can be assigned to intra-grating 

variations in combination with the different measurement sampling of mask versus scanner wafer metrology. 

 
3.3 Impact on mask-to-mask and on-wafer overlay correlation 

In this section, we would like to consider the impact of the additional overlay contributors when one of the mask is 

equipped with a pellicle on the correlation between the mask-to-mask overlay as determined by an off-line measurement 

tool like the PROVE® and the on-wafer measured intra-field overlay. In case the comparison is made based on the 

average measured field (SU+SD)/2, part of the dynamic pellicle contribution cancels. Therefore, we decided to show the 

correlation by considering one of the scan directions only. The full pellicle induced overlay penalty is present when SU 

or SD field are considered individually. In this paper we will demonstrate the correlation results for the SU fields only. 

We could have chosen the SD fields as well. The results are very similar.  

In Figure 9, the correlation results are shown for the mask-to-mask overlay as measured by the PROVE® (in red) and the 

overlay results as measured on the scanner for the SU fields only. As discussed in the previous two sections, the on-

wafer intra-field overlay is built-up of three sub-contributors: the mask-to-mask reticle writing error contribution, the 

dynamic pellicle induced overlay contribution, and the reticle clamping contribution. All these contributors have been 

identified separately. If we consider the point-to-point correlation plots between the off-line determined mask-to-mask 

overlay and the on-wafer SU overlay, the results are deteriorated compared to what was published earlier [4].  The R2 

values dropped down from 0.96 previously to 0.85 in x and 0.89 in y (worst values), respectively. In addition, the slope 

(especially in x) deviates from 1 and there is an offset observed for y. The correlation is still present since the reticle 

writing error contribution is dominating the intra-field overlay. In case the masks would have been written on high-end 

e-beam systems for which the reticle writing error contribution is significantly smaller, one may erroneously conclude 

that there is no correlation between the off-line determined mask-to-mask overlay and the on-wafer measured overlay.  
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Figure 9: The mask-to-mask overlay as measured by PROVE compared to the on-wafer results. The scan-up fields (SU) 

were considered only to see the full impact of the pellicle induced overlay distortion. The correlation plots between off-line 

determined mask-to-mask overlay and the on-wafer determined overlay are much worse compared to what was published 

before [4]. The root cause is that the on-wafer overlay is not only determined by the mask-to-mask registration errors.  

Since we have identified all the individual overlay contributors separately, they can be removed from the on-wafer 

measured results. The pellicle induced penalties for the different scan speeds could be characterized by the fixed intra-

field fingerprint times a score value as was shown in Figure 7. The reticle-to-reticle clamping contribution is constant for 

different scan speeds. This is of course according expectation since the masks are first clamped on the reticle stage 

before the exposures in scanning mode take place.  

In Figure 10 the correlation plots are shown after removal of the additional overlay contributors. The correlation between 

the on-wafer measured overlay and the off-line determined mask-to-mask overlay is fully restored. The R2 values of 

around 0.96 are independent of scan speed. These values are identical to the value obtained earlier when both masks 

were still without with a pellicle [4]. The correlation slope is close to one and point-to-point residuals are equal to or less 

than 0.63-nm, see also Figure 8. This implies that the mask-to-mask overlay contribution can be determined by an off-

line tool and used for Feed-Forward control to the scanner.  

 

 

Figure 10: The mask-to-mask overlay as measured by PROVE compared to the on-wafer results. The pellicle induced 

overlay penalties and the static reticle-to-reticle clamping difference are removed from the on-wafer overlay measurements. 

The correlation is restored to the levels when both masks were still without a pellicle (R2 ~0.96). 
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4. DISCUSSION 

 
The impact of a pellicle mounted on a mask on the intra-field overlay cannot be neglected anymore. It was demonstrated 

recently that the contribution of the pellicle alone can be as large as 1.8-nm [1]. In this work, the pellicle induced overlay 

has been characterized on 24 wafers in total: 6 different scan speeds times 4 wafers per scan speed. The maximum 

pellicle induced penalty per fingerprint is ~0.6-nm at 600-mm/s, see Figure 7. However, the ASML NXT:1970Ci 

normally operates at a scan speed of 800-mm/s. In case we extrapolate the values as shown in Figure 7 to a scan speed of 

800-mm/s, pellicle induced penalties of 1.0-nm to 1.3-nm are obtained. These numbers come already closer to 1.8-nm 

which is comparable to the baseline performance of the ASML NXT:1970Ci (≤ 2-nm single machine overlay, dedicated 

chuck, full wafer coverage). 

The isolated pellicle induced distortion penalty is surprisingly large. However, it should be realized that we investigated 

the worst-case scenario one mask was equipped with a pellicle and the other one was not. In a production environment, 

all masks contain a pellicle and the common pellicle induced distortion penalties are cancelled when the layer-to-layer 

overlay is considered. This assumes that the pellicle type and scan speeds are the same for the different layers. This is not 

necessarily true when the scanners operate at different scan speeds and/or when NXT to NXE matching is concerned.  

The results we presented in this paper cannot be generalized to all available pellicles. Different pellicle types have 

different properties. The current recommendation is to use pellicle frames with a low stand-off height (~3-mm), thin 

membrane thickness (280-nm), and high pre-stress (> 7.5-MPa) [1]. The pellicle we used in this investigation has a 

stand-off height of 3.5-mm, a membrane thickness of 280-nm, and a moderate pre-stress of around 5.0-MPa.  

In line with previous work, we consider the total on-wafer overlay as the sum of individual contributors that should be 

characterized and optimized separately. This is also true for the pellicle induced overlay penalty. Overlay penalties can 

be mitigated by selecting a pellicle frame according to the current recommendations and/or by applying appropriate 

scanner exposure corrections [1]. The reduction and/or elimination of the pellicle induced overlay penalties is beyond the 

scope of this paper. We only would like to create awareness that these additional overlay penalties deteriorate the 

correlation between the off-line determined mask-to-mask overlay and the on-wafer measured overlay.    

  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
Additional intra-field overlay contributors will become part of the measured scanner overlay performance when one of 

the two masks used is equipped with a pellicle. The presence of a pellicle (frame) can introduce two additional overlay 

signatures. The first one is a direct result of the deflection of the pellicle membrane during scan. The membrane acts as a 

micro lens causing pattern displacements. When a pellicle (frame) is mounted onto a reticle, it makes it a physically 

different reticle than when it was still without a pellicle (frame). As a result, the reticle stage clamping performance may 

change compared to the case where the two masks were both without pellicles.  

We have analyzed the intra-field overlay performance for different exposure scan speeds for the use-case when there is 

one mask with and the other one without a pellicle. This enabled us to isolate the underlying overlay contributors. 

Although the experiments were performed on a DUV scanner, the learnings can be applied for the DUV-EUV matching 

use-case as well. The correlation between off-line mask-to-mask measurements and on-wafer measurements is 

deteriorated when the presence of additional overlay contributors is not taken care of. The correlation can even be lost if 

the ratio between the mask-to-mask writing errors and the additional intra-field overlay contributors becomes smaller. 

This may happen when both masks are created on a high-end e-beam writer. It could lead to the wrong conclusion that 

there is no correlation between off-line mask-to-mask registration measurements and the on-wafer determined overlay 

measurements. 

In this paper, we have demonstrated that the correlation between the off-line determined mask-to-mask overlay as 

measured on the PROVE® and the on-wafer intra-field is fully restored after removal of the additional (known) overlay 

contributors. The additional overlay contributors are introduced since one of the reticles contains a pellicle (frame). This 

leads us to the main conclusion of this work: the strong correlation between the off-line determined mask-to-mask 

overlay and the on-wafer results is still present provided that the additional overlay contributors are not present or 
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eliminated. This implies that the off-line determined mask-to-mask overlay fingerprint can be used to apply corrections 

on the scanner during exposure or on a mask modification tool. 
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